In environmental surveillance, ecology experts use a stan-10 dard tracking tunnel system to acquire tracks or footprints of small 11 animals, so that they can measure the presence of any selected ani-12 mals or detect threatened species based on the manual analysis of gath-13 ered tracks. Unfortunately, distinguishing morphologically similar species 14 through analysing their footprints is extremely difficult, and even very 15 experienced experts find it hard to provide reliable results on footprint 16 identification. This expensive task also requires a great amount of efforts 17 on observation. In recent years, image processing technology has become 18 a model example for applying computer science technology to many other 19 study areas or industries, in order to improve accuracy, productivity, and 20 reliability. In this paper, we propose a method based on image processing 21 technology, it firstly detects significant interest points from input track-22 ing card images. Secondly, it filters irrelevant interest points in order 23 to extract regions of interest. Thirdly, it gathers useful information of 24 footprint geometric features, such as angles, areas, distance, and so on.
. Samples of mice footprints in different situations. From left to right: Normal front footprint, sliding front footprint, missing toe hind footprint, and overlapped hind&front footprints. study area of track recognition, and to transfer them into a practical technique 41 to assist ecological experts in analysing inked tracking cards. recognise single footprints from a number of unknown footprints, and then to 74 identify the species based on the analysis of its footprints [10] . 75 The tracking tunnel system is considered the first step when ecologists would 76 like to non-invasively monitor or study a selected species. The collected tracks or 77 footprints need to be analysed manually by human experts. In the identification 78 procedure, distinguishing among many morphologically similar species through 79 analysing their footprints is extremely difficult, and one single tracking card can 80 also contain footprints from different species [10] . Our method aims to ultimately 81 implement an automated recognition process to assist experts in the current 82 identification procedure.
83
3 Footprint Geometric Analysis
84
The further implementation of the track recognition algorithm would highly de-85 pend on the understanding of the footprint geometric models of targeted species. Figure 6 shows the progress of locating a possible central pad on an input image. 160 We use green circles to indicate the distance from the centre of the central pad, if (the radius of I is less than 6 pixels) then 4:
Delete the interest point from list L; 5: else 6:
Initialise V; {an empty interest point list } 7:
for (each interest K in the list L) do 8:
if (the radius of K ≥ the radius of I) then 9:
Initialise D; { the distance between I and K } 10:
if (the radius of K ≥ the radius of I + D ) then 11:
if (the radius of K ≥ 7/10 of the radius of I) then 12:
Store K in V 13: else 14:
Store As the central pad can be recognised, the region of a possible footprint is 167 located with a proper boundary, which is six times the radius of the central pad.
168
The algorithm can then test the interest points within this range for whether 169 their distribution matches the pre-defined model. We again defined a rule-based 170 approach for the footprint identification and localisation. Figure 8 shows the 171 result image after processed by the following rules:
Rule 1. Two accessorial pads should be close to the central pad, generally 173 within the range of three times the radius of the central pad. Rule 2. Two accessorial pads must have smaller distance to each other than In order to systematically test the accuracy of our algorithm, we test accuracy 242 on two datasets of mice tracked on cards. The first study is of introduced house 243 mice from New Zealand and the second study of hazel dormice from the United
244
Kingdom. The combined image data set has been divided into three data groups 245 (as shown in Figure 10 Table 1 . The experimental statistical analysis for the algorithm accuracy evaluation. "Sensitive matches" indicates rate of best matched footprints. Correctly or incorrectly detected possible footprints are assigned as "loose matches (true)" or "loose matches (false)". "Did not detect print" records no footprints detected for a card.
Sensitive Matches: The number of cards containing an identified footprint sparse amount of information provided by the detected interest points, rule-285 based identification processes could be a key to the shortage of information.
286
Moreover, rule-based identification could allow developers to add a new rule or 287 modify the existing rules. This provides a greater extensibility to this algorithm.
288
Footprint geometric models could provide precise mathematical relationships 289 among nodes of the standard footprint for any target species. In practical im-290 plementations, numbers, equations and formulas are always considered useful
